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Abstract
This work compares the performances
achieved by Phrase-Based Statistical Ma-
chine Translation systems (PBSMT) and
attention-based Neural Machine Transla-
tion systems (NMT) when translating User
Generated Content (UGC), as encountered
in social medias, from French to English.
We show that, contrary to what could be ex-
pected, PBSMT outperforms NMT when
translating non-canonical inputs. Our error
analysis uncovers the specificities of UGC
that are problematic for sequential NMT
architectures and suggests new avenue for
improving NMT models.
1 Introduction1
Neural Machine Translation (Kalchbrenner and
Blunsom, 2013; Sutskever et al., 2014a; Cho et al.,
2014) and, more specifically, attention-based mod-
els (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Jean et al., 2015; Lu-
ong et al., 2015; Mi et al., 2016) have recently be-
come themethod of choice for machine translation:
many works have shown that Neural Machine
Translation (NMT) outperforms classic Phrase-
Based Statistical Machine Translation (PBSMT)
approaches over a wide array of datasets (Ben-
tivogli et al., 2016; Dowling et al., 2018; Koehn
and Knowles, 2017). Indeed, NMT provides bet-
ter generalization and accuracy capabilities (Bo-
jar et al., 2016; Bentivogli et al., 2016; Castilho
et al., 2017) even if it has well-identified limits
such as over-translating and dropping translations
(Mi et al., 2016; Koehn and Knowles, 2017; Le
et al., 2017).
This work aims at studying how these interac-
tions impact machine translation of noisy texts
1We thank our anonymous reviewers for their insightful
comments. This workwas funded by theANRParSiTi project
(ANR-16-CE33-0021).
as generally found in social media and web fo-
rums and often denoted as User Generated Content
(UGC). Given the increasing importance of social
medias, this type of texts has been extensively stud-
ied over the years, e.g. (Foster, 2010; Seddah et al.,
2012; Eisenstein, 2013).
In this work we focus onUGC inwhich no gram-
matical, orthographic or coherence rules are re-
spected, other than those considered by the writer.
Such rule-free environment promotes a plethora
of vocabulary and grammar variations, which ac-
count for the large increase of out-of-vocabulary
tokens (OOVs) in UGC corpora with respect to
canonical parallel training data.
Translating UGC raises several challenges as
it corresponds to both a low-resource scenario —
producing parallel UGC corpora is very costly
and often problematic due to inconsistencies be-
tween translators — and a domain adaptation sce-
nario— only canonical parallel corpora are widely
available to train MT systems and they must be
adapted to the specificities of UGC. We there-
fore believe that translating UGC provides a chal-
lenging testbed to identify the limits of NMT ap-
proaches and to better understand how they are
working.
Our contributions are fourfold:
• we compare the performance of PBSMT and
NMT systems when translating either canon-
ical or non-canonical corpora;
• we analyze both quantitatively and qualita-
tively several cases in which PBSMT transla-
tions outperform NMT on highly noisy UGC
and we discuss the advantages, in terms of ro-
bustness, that PBSMT offers over NMT ap-
proaches;
• we explain how these findings highlight the
limits of seq2seq (Sutskever et al., 2014b)
and Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) NMT
architectures, by studying cases in which, as
opposed to the PBSMT system, the attention
mechanism fails to provide a correct transla-
tion;
• we introduce the Cr#pbank a new French-
English parallel corpus made of UGC content
built on the French Social Media Bank (Sed-
dah et al., 2012). This corpus is much noisier
than existing UGC corpora.
All our data sets are available at https://gitlab.inria.
fr/seddah/parsiti.
2 Related Work
The comparison between NMT and PBSMT trans-
lation quality has been documented and revisited
many times in the literature. Several works, such
as (Bentivogli et al., 2016) and (Bojar et al., 2016),
conclude that the former outperforms the latter as
NMT translations require less post-editing to pro-
duce a correct translation. For instance, Castilho
et al. (2017) present a detailed comparison of NMT
and PBSMT and show that NMT outperforms PB-
SMT in terms of both fluency and translation accu-
racy, even if there is no improvement in terms of
post-editing needs.
However, other case studies, such as Koehn and
Knowles (2017), have defended the idea that NMT
was still outperformed by PBSMT in cross-domain
and low-resource scenarios. For instance, Negri
et al. (2017) showed that, when translating English
to French, PBSMT outperforms NMT by a great
margin in multi-domain data realistic conditions
(heterogeneous training sets with different sizes).
Dowling et al. (2018) also demonstrated a signifi-
cant gap of performance in favor of their PBSMT
system’s over an out-of-the-box NMT system in
a low-resource setting (English-Irish). These con-
clusions have recently been questioned by Sen-
nrich and Zhang (2019) who showed NMT could
achieve good performance in low-resource sce-
nario when all hyper-parameters (size of the byte-
pair encoding (BPE) vocabulary, number of hid-
den units, batch size, ...) are correctly tuned and a
proper NMT architecture is selected.
The situation for other NMT approaches, such
as character-based NMT, is also confusing: Wu
et al. (2016) have shown that character-basedmeth-
ods achieve state-of-the-art performance for dif-
ferent language pairs; Belinkov et al. (2017) and
Durrani et al. (2019) have demonstrated their sys-
tems respective abilities to retrieve good amount
of morphological information leveraging on sub-
word level features. However, Belinkov and Bisk
(2018) found that these approaches are not robust
to noise (both synthetic and natural) when trained
only with clean corpora. On the other hand, Dur-
rani et al. (2019) concluded that character-based
representations were more robust to synthetic and
natural noise than word-based approaches. How-
ever, they did not find a substantial improvement
over BPE tokenization, their BPEMT system even
slightly outperforming the character-based one on
3 out of 4 of their test sets, including the one with
the highest OOV rate.
Similarly to all these works, we also aim at com-
paring the performance of PBSMT and NMT ap-
proaches, hoping that the peculiarities of UGCwill
help us to better understand the pros and cons of
these two methods. Our approach shares several
similarity with the work of Anastasopoulos (2019)
that described different experiments to determine
how source-side errors can impact the translation
quality of NMT models.
3 Experimental Setup
As the goal of this work is to compare the output of
NMT and PBSMT when translating UGC corpora.
Because of the lack of manually translated UGC,
we consider a out-domain scenario in which our
systems are trained on the canonical corpora gen-
erally used in MT evaluation campaigns and tested
on UGC data. We will first describe the datasets
used in this work (§3.1), then the different systems
we have considered (§3.2) and finally the pre- and
post-processing applied (§3.3).
3.1 Data Sets
Parallel corpora We train our models on two
different corpora. We first consider the traditional
corpus for training MT systems, namely the WMT
data made of the europarl (v7) corpus2 and the
newscommentaries (v10) corpus3. We use the
newsdiscussdev2015 corpus as a development
set. This is exactly the setup used to train the sys-
tem described in (Michel and Neubig, 2018) which
will be used as a baseline throughout this work.
We also consider, as a second training
set, the French-English parallel portion of
OpenSubtitles'18 (Lison et al., 2018), a collec-
tion of crowd-sourced peer-reviewed subtitles for
movies. We assume that, because it is made of
informal dialogs, such as those found in popular
sitcoms, sentences from OpenSubtitles will be
much more similar to UGC data than WMT data,
2www.statmt.org/europarl/
3www.statmt.org/wmt15/training-parallel-nc-v10.tgz
in part because most of it originates from social
media and consists in streams of conversation.
It must however be noted that UGC differs
significantly from subtitles in many aspects:
emotion denoted with repetitions, typographical
and spelling errors, emojis, etc.
To enable a fair comparison between systems
trained on WMT and on OpenSubtitles, we con-
sider a small version of the OpenSubtitles that
has nearly the same number of tokens as the WMT
training set and a large version that contains all
OpenSubtitles parallel data.
To evaluate our system on in-domain data, we
use the newstest'14 as a test set as well as 11,000
sentences extracted from OpenSubtitles.
Non-canonical UGC To evaluate our models,
we consider two data sets of manually translated
UGC.
The first one is a collection of French-English
parallel sentences manually translated from an ex-
tension of the French Social Media Bank (Sed-
dah et al., 2012) which contains texts collected on
Facebook, Twitter, as well as from the forums of
JeuxVideos.com and Doctissimo.fr.4
This corpus, called Cr#pbank, consists of 1,554
comments in French annotated with different kind
of linguistic information: Part-of-Speech tags, sur-
face syntactic representations, as well as a normal-
ized form whenever necessary. Comments have
been translated from French to English by a native
French speaker and extremely fluent, near-native,
English speaker. Typographic and grammatical er-
ror were corrected in the gold translations but the
language register was kept. For instance, id-
iomatic expressions were mapped directly to the
corresponding ones in English (e.g. “mdr” has
been translated to “lol” and letter repetitions were
also kept (e.g. “ouiii” has been translated to
“yesss”). For our experiments, we have divided
the Cr#pbank into a test set and a blind test set
containing 777 comments each.
We also consider in our experiments, the MTNT
corpus (Michel and Neubig, 2018), a dataset made
of French sentences that were collected on Reddit
and translated into English by professional transla-
tors. We used their designated test set and added a
blind test set of 599 sentences we sampled from the
MTNT validation set. The Cr#pbank and MTNT cor-
pora both differ in the domain they consider, their
4Popular French websites devoted respectively to video-
games and health.
collection date, and in the way sentences were col-
lected to ensure they are noisy enough. We will
see in Section 4 that the Cr#pbank contains much
more variations and noise than the MTNT corpus.
Table 3 presents examples of UGC sentences
and their translation found in these two corpora.
As shown by these examples, UGC sentences con-
tain many orthographic and grammatical errors
and differ from canonical language both in their
content (i.e. the topic they address and/or the vo-
cabulary they are using) and their structure. Sev-
eral statistics of these two corpora are reported in
Table 1. As expected, our two UGC test sets have
a substantially higher token to type ratio than the
canonical test corpora, indicating a higher lexical
diversity.
3.2 Machine Translation Systems
We experiment with three MT models: a tradi-
tional phrase-based approach and two neural mod-
els.
3.2.1 Phrase-based Machine Translation
We use the Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) toolkit as
our phrase-based model, using the default features
and parameters.
The languagemodel is a 5-gram languagemodel
with Knesser-Ney smoothing on the target side of
the parallel data. We decided to consider only the
parallel data (and not any monolingual data) so
that the PBSMT and NMT systems use exactly the
same data.
3.2.2 seq2seq model
The first neural model we consider is a seq2seq
bi-LSTM architecture with global attention decod-
ing. The seq2seq model was trained using the
XNMT toolkit (Neubig et al., 2018).5 It consists in
a 2-layered Bi-LSTM layers encoder and 2-layered
Bi-LSTM decoder. It considers, as input, word
embeddings of 512 components and each LSTM
units has 1 024 components. A dropout probabil-
ity of 0.3 was introduced (Srivastava et al., 2014).
The model was trained using the ADAM optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2015) with vanilla parameters
(α = 0.02, β = 0.998). Other more specific set-
tings include keeping unchanged the learning rate
(LR) for the first two epochs, a LR decay method
based on the improvement of the performance on
5We decided to use XNMT, instead of OpenNMT in our
experiments in order to compare our results to the ones of
Michel and Neubig (2018).
Corpus #sentences #tokens ASL TTR
train set
WMT 2.2M 64.2M 29.7 0.20
Small 9.2M 57.7M 6.73 0.18
Large 34M 1.19B 6.86 0.25
test set
OpenSubTest 11,000 66,148 6.01 0.23
WMT 3,003 68,155 22.70 0.23
Corpus #sentences #tokens ASL TTR
UGC test set
Cr#pbank 777 13,680 17.60 0.32
MTNT 1,022 20,169 19.70 0.34
UGC blind test set
Cr#pbank 777 12,808 16.48 0.37
MTNT 599 8,176 13.62 0.38
Table 1: Statistics on the French side of the corpora used in our experiments. TTR stands for Type-to-Token
Ratio, ASL for average sentence length.
UGC Corpus Example
MTNT FR (src) Je sais mais au final c’est moi que le client va supplier pour son offre et comme Jsui un garscool, jfai au mieux.
EN(ref) I don’t know but in the end I am the one who will have to deal with the customer begging for
his offer and because I’m a cool guy, I do whatever I can to help him.
Cr#pbank FR (src) si vous me comprenez vivé la mm chose ou [vous] avez passé le cap je pren tou ce qui peum’aider.
EN (ref) if you understand me leave the same thing or have gotten over it I take everything that can
help me.
.
Table 3: Excerpts of the UGC corpora considered. Common UGC idiosyncrasies are highlighted: non-
canonical contractions, spelling errors, missing elements, colloquialism, etc. See (Foster, 2010; Seddah
et al., 2012; Eisenstein, 2013) for more complete linguistic descriptions.
the development set and a 0.1 label smoothing
(Pereyra et al., 2017).
3.2.3 Transformer architecture
Weconsider a vanilla Transformermodel (Vaswani
et al., 2017) using the implementation proposed in
the OpenNMT framework (Klein et al., 2018). It
consists of 6 layers with word embeddings of 512
components, a feed-forward layers made of 2 048
units and 8 self-attention heads. It was trained us-
ing the ADAM optimizer with OpenNMT default
parameters.
3.3 Data processing
3.3.1 Preprocessing
All of our datasets were tokenized with byte-
pair encoding (BPE) (Sennrich et al., 2016) using
sentencepiece (Kudo and Richardson, 2018).
We use a BPE vocabulary size of 16K. As a point
of comparison we also train a system on Large
OpenSubswith 32KBPE operations. As usual, the
training corpora were cleaned so each sentence has,
at least, 1 token and, at most, 70 tokens.
We did not perform any other pre-processing. In
particular, the original case of the sentences was
left unchanged in order to help disambiguate sub-
word BPE units (see example in Figure 1) espe-
cially for Named Entities that are vastly present in
our two UGC corpora.
3.3.2 Post-processing : handling OOVs
Given the high number of OOVs in UGC, spe-
cial care must be taken in choosing the strategy
to handle them. The BPE pre-processing aims at
encoding rare and unknown words as sequence of
subword units reducing the number of tokens for
which the model has no information. But, because
of the many named-entities, contractions and un-
usual character repetitions, this strategy is not ef-
fective for UGC as it leads the input sentence to
contain many unknown BPE tokens (that are all
mapped to the special symbol <UNK> before trans-
lating).
The most common strategy for handling OOVs
in machine translation systems is simply copying
the unknown tokens from the source sentence to
the translation hypothesis. This is done in the
Moses toolkit (using the alignments produced dur-
ing translation) and in OpenNMT (that uses the
soft-alignments to copy the source token with the
highest attention weight at every decoding step
when necessary). At the time we conducted the
MT experiments, the XNMT toolkit (Neubig et al.,
2018) has no straightforward possibilities of re-
placing unknown tokens present in the test set.6
For our seq2seq NMT predictions, we performed
such replacement through aligning the translation
hypothesis with the source sentences (both already
tokenized with BPE) with fastalign (Dyer et al.,
2013) and copying the source words aligned with
the <UNK> token.
4 Measuring noise levels as corpus
divergence
Several metrics have been proposed to quantify
the domain drift between two corpora. In partic-
ular, the perplexity of a language model the KL-
divergence between the character-level 3-gram dis-
tribution of the train and test sets were two use-
ful measurements capable of estimating the noise-
level of UGC corpora as shown respectively by
Martínez Alonso et al. (2016) and Seddah et al.
(2012).
We also propose a new metric to estimate
the noise level tailored to the BPE tokenization.
The BPE stability, BPEstab, is an indicator of
how many BPE-compounded words tend to form
throughout a test corpus. Formally BPEstab is de-
fined as:
1
N
·
∑
v∈V
freq(v) · n_unique_neighbors(v)
n_neighbors(v)
(1)
where N is the number of tokens in the corpus, V
the BPE vocabulary, freq(v) the frequency of the
token v and n_unique_neighbors(v) the number of
unique tokens that surrounds the token v. Neigh-
bors are counted only within the original word lim-
its. Low average BPE stability refers to a more
variable BPE neighborhood, and thus, higher aver-
age vocabulary complexity.
Table 4 reports the noise-level of our test sets in-
troduced in Section 3.1 with respect to our largest
training set, Large OpenSubtitles. These mea-
sures all show how divergeent are our UGC cor-
pora from our largest training set. As shown by
its OOVs ratio and its KL-divergence score, our
Cr#pbank corpus is much more noisier than the
MTNT corpus, making it a more difficult target in
our translation scenario.
6Note that the models described in (Michel and Neubig,
2018) do not handle unknown words, its reported translation
performance (Table 8 in the Appendix) would be thus underes-
timated if compared to our own results on the MTNT (Table 5).
5 Experimental Results
5.1 MT Performance
Table 5 reports the BLEU scores7 achieved by the
three systems we consider on the different combi-
nations of train/test sets. These results show that,
while NMT systems achieve the best scores on in-
domain settings, their performance drops when the
test set departs from the training data. On the con-
trary, the phrase-based system performs far bet-
ter in out-domain setting than in-domain settings.
It even appears that the quality of the translation
of phrase-based system increases with the noise-
level (asmeasured by themetrics introduced in §4):
when trained on OpenSubtitles, its score for the
Cr#pbank is surprisingly better than for in-domain
data. This is not the case for neural models. In the
next section we present a detailed error analysis to
explain this observation.
Interestingly enough, we also notice that a MT
system trained on the OpenSub corpora performed
much better on UGC test sets than the system
trained on the WMT collection. To further investi-
gate whether this observation results from a badly
chosen number of BPE operations, we have also
trained using the Large OpenSubtitles corpus
tokenized with a 32K operation BPE. We have
selected these numbers of BPE operations (16K
and 32K), beacause they are often used as main-
tream values, but this BPE parameter has been
shown to have a significant impact on the MT sys-
tem performance (Salesky et al., 2018; Ding et al.,
2019). Thus, the number of merging BPE oper-
ations should be carefully optimized in order to
garantee the best performance. However, this mat-
ter is out of the scope of our work.
Comparing both Large OpenSubtitles with BPE
tokenization 16K and 32K, BLEU scores reveal
that PBSMT has considerably lower performance
as the vocabulary size doubles. Regarding the
seq2seq NMT and, specially, PBSMT, we can no-
tice these systems underperform for such vocab-
ulary size, whereas the Transformer architecture
shows slightly better performances. However, the
Transformer still does not outperforms our best PB-
SMT benchmark on Cr#pbank. It is worth not-
ing that performances of the in-domain test Open-
SubsTest are kept almost invariable for PBSMT
both and NMT models.As expected, these perfor-
mance gaps between PBSMT andNMTmodels are
7All BLEU scores evaluation are computed with Sacre-
BLEU (Post, 2018).
↓Metric / Test set→ Cr#pbank † MTNT† Newstest OpenSubsTest
3-gram KL-Div 1.563 0.471 0.406 0.0060
%OOV 12.63 6.78 3.81 0.76
BPEstab 0.018 0.024 0.049 0.13
PPL 599.48 318.24 288.83 62.06
Table 4: Domain-relatedmeasure on the source side (FR), between Test sets and Large OpenSubtitles
training set. Dags indicate UGC corpora.
PBSMT seq2seq Transformer
Crap MTNT News Open Crap MTNT News Open Crap MTNT News Open
WMT 20.5 21.2 22.5† 13.3 17.1 24.0 29.1† 16.4 15.4 21.2 27.4† 16.3
Small 28.9 27.3 20.4 26.1† 26.1 28.5 24.5 28.2† 27.5 28.3 26.7 31.4†
Large 30.0 28.6 22.3 27.4† 21.8 22.8 17.3 28.5† 26.9 28.3 26.6 31.5†
Large
32K 22.7 22.1 16.1 27.4† 25.3 27.2 21.9 28.4† 27.8 28.5 27.1 31.9†
Table 5: BLEU score results for our three models for the different train-test combinations. All the MT
predictions have been treated to replace UNK tokens according to Section 3.3.2. The best result for each
test set is marked in bold, best result for each system (row-wise) in blue color and score for in-domain
test sets with a dag. ‘Crap’, ‘MTNT’, ‘News’ and ‘Open’ stand, respectively, for the Cr#pbank, MTNT,
newstest'14 and OpenSubtitlesTest test sets.
substantial to out-of-domain test corpora, whereas
scores on the in-domain test sets remain almost
invariable regardless the chosen BPE vocabulary
size.
5.2 Error Analysis
The goal of this section is to analyze both quanti-
tatively and qualitatively the output of NMT sys-
tems to explain their poor performance in translat-
ing UGC. Several works have already identified
two main limits of NMT systems: translation drop-
ping and excessive token generation, also known
as over-generation (Roturier and Bensadoun, 2011;
Kaljahi et al., 2015; Kaljahi and Samad, 2015;
Michel and Neubig, 2018). We will analyze in de-
tail how these two problems impact our models in
the following subsections.
It is also interesting to notice how performances
lowered on the LargeOpenSubtitles system to-
kenized with 16K BPE operations for the seq2seq
system. Specifically the newstest'14 translation
results, for which we noticed a drop of 7.2 BLEU
points with respect to the SmallOpenSubtitles
configuration, despite having roughly 4 times
more training data. This is due to a faulty be-
haviour of the fastalignmethod, directly caused
by a considerable presence of UNK on the seq2seq
output. Concisely, there were 829 UNK tokens
on the newtest’14 prediction for the Small model
and 3,717 of such tokens in the output of the Large
setup. As soon as we double the number of opera-
tions on the further to train the Large 32K system,
performances on all the out-of domain testsets sub-
stantially increase, having 862 UNK tokens on the
newstest'14. This points to the fact that keep-
ing the same size of BPE vocabulary while increas-
ing the size of the trainig data several times causes
to have too many UNK subword tokens on cross-
domain corpora due to a small vocabulary given
the size and the lexical variability of the training
corpus. This is also suggested by the fact that the
LargeOpenSubtitles 16K system results for the
in-domain test set are the only ones with no per-
formance loss. On the othe hand, it is important
to note that the PBSMT and Transformer architec-
ture did not showed a performance decrease for the
Large model either.
Additionally, the PBSMT results for the Large
32K system are considerably lower than for any of
the other 2 OpenSubtitles configurations. This
shows that the PBSMT performs worse when we
have 32K vocabulary size keeping the same data
size, when compared to the Large system results.
We hypothesize that this is caused by a loss of gen-
eralization capability due to the fact that phrase-
tables are less factorized when having bigger vo-
cabularies of whole words, rather than relatively
few sub-word vocabulary elements.
5.2.1 Translation Dropping
By manually inspecting the systems outputs, we
found that NMT models tend to produce shorter
outputs than the translation hypotheses of our
phrase-based system, often avoiding to translate
the noisiest parts of the source sentence, such as
in the example described in Figure 1. Sato et al.
(2016) reports a similar observation.
Analyzing the attention matrices shows that this
issue is often triggered by very unusual token se-
quences (e.g. letter repetitions that are quite fre-
quent in UGC corpora), or when the BPE tokeniza-
tion results in a subword token that can generate
a translation that has a high probability according
to a corpus of canonical texts. For instance, in
Figure 1, a rare BPE token, part of the Named
Entity “teen wolf” gets confused with the very
common french token “te” (you). As a conse-
quence, the seq2seq model suddenly stops trans-
lating because the hypothesis “I want to look
at you” is a very common English sentence with
a much lower perplexity than the (correct) UGC
translation. Similar pattern can be observed with
the Transformer architecture in case of rare token
sequences on the source side, such as in the third
example of Table 9, causing the translation to stop
abruptly.
Figure 1: Attention matrix for the source sentence
‘Bon je veux regardé teen wolf moi mais ce soir
nsm*’ predicted by a seq2seqmodel. *Ok, I do want
to watch Teen Wolf tonight motherf..r
Our phrase-based model does not suffer from
this problem as there is no entry in the phrase ta-
ble that matches the sequence of BPE tokens of
the source sentence. This illustrates how hard
alignment tables can be more efficient than soft-
alignment produced by attention mechanisms for
highly noisy cases, in particular when the BPE tok-
enization generates ambiguous tokens, which con-
fuses the NMT model.
To quantify the translation dropping phe-
nomenon, we show, in Figure 2, the distribution
of the ratio between the reference (ground truth)
translation sentence length and the one produced
by PBSMT and NMT for Cr#pbank. This figure
shows that both the NMT and Transformers
models have a consistent tendency of producing
shorter sentences than expected, while PBSMT
does not. This is a strong evidence that NMT
systems produce overall shorter translations,
as has been noticed by several other authors.
Moreover, there are a substantial percentage of
the NMT predictions that are 60% shorter than the
references, which demonstrates the presence of
translations being dropped or shortened.
Figure 2: Distribution of Cr#pbank translations
length ratio w.r.t ground truth translations.
5.2.2 Over-translation
A second well-known issue with NMT is that the
model sometimes repeatedly outputs tokens lack-
ing any coherence, thus adding considerable artifi-
cial noise to the output (Tu et al., 2016).
When manually inspecting the output, we
noticed that this phenomenon occurred in UGC
sentences that contain a rare, and often repetitive,
sequence of tokens, such as those present in
sentences like “ne spooooooooilez pas teen
wolf non non non et non je dis non”
(don’t spoooooil Teen wolf no and no I say no) in
which the speaker emotion is expressed by repe-
titions of words or letters. The attention matrix
obtained when translating such sentences with a
seq2seq model often shows that the attention
mechanism gets stalled due to the repetition of
some BPE token (cf. the attention matrix in
Figure 3 that corresponds to the example above).
More generally, we noticed many cases in which
the attention weights start focusing more and more
on the end-of-sentence token until the translation
is terminated while ignoring the source sentence
tokens thereafter.
The transformer model exhibits similar prob-
lems (for instance it translates the previous exam-
ple to “No no no no no no no no no no no
no no no no no no no”). The PBSMT system
does not suffer for this problem and arguably pro-
duces the best translation: “don't spooooooozt
Teen Wolf, no, no, no, no, I say no”.
Figure 3: Attention matrix of a seq2seq model
that exhibits the excessive token repetition prob-
lem. The sharp symbol (#) indicates spaces be-
tween words before the BPE tokenization.
To quantify the amount of noise artificially
added by each of our models, we report, in Table 6
the Target-Source Noise Ratio (TSNR), recently
introduced by Anastasopoulos (2019). A TSNR
value higher than 1 indicates that the MT system
adds more noise on top of the source-side noise,
i.e. the rare and noisy tokens present in the source
create even more noise on the output. This met-
ric assumes that we have access to a corrected ver-
sion of each source sentence. So in order to quan-
tify this noise, we manually corrected 200 source
sentences of the Cr#pbank corpus. In Table 6, we
can observe that PBSMT has a better TSNR score,
thus adding less artifacts (including dropped trans-
lations) to the output. We notice that the gap be-
tween PBSMT and NMT architectures (about 0.3)
is much larger when training on WMT than when
training in our OpenSubtitles (about 0.1).
PBSMT seq2seq Transformer
WMT 4.62 5.00 4.92
Small 4.11 4.27 4.19
Large 3.99 4.27 4.09
Table 6: Noise added by the MT system estimated
with the TSNR metric for the Cr#pbank corpus,
the lower the better.
5.2.3 Qualitative analysis
In Table 9, in the Appendix for space reasons,
we present some more MT outputs to qualita-
tively compare the PBSMT and NMT models.
These predictions were produced using Large
OpenSubtitles, trained with 16K fixed size vo-
cabulary. From Example 9.1, we can see both
NMT models exhibiting better grammatical coher-
ence on the output. Specifically, the Transformer
displays the most well-formatted and fluid trans-
lation. From Example 9.2, the seq2seq model
produces several potential translations to unknown
expressions (“Vous m’avez tellement soulé”) and
translates “soulé” → “soiled”. Note that “flappy”
is also often translated as “happy” throughout the
Cr#pbank translations. The Transformer model
produces arguably the worst results for this exam-
ple because of this unknown expression (“You’ve
got me so flappy”). Example 9.3 shows one symp-
tomatic example of the transformer producing a
shorter translation than the source and a common
tendency to the seq2seq and Transformer mod-
els to basically “crash” when problematic cases
are added (bad casing, rare word, incorrect syn-
tax..). Finally, on Example 9.4, we can notice
that neither of the NMT systems can correctly
translate the upper-cased source token “CE SOIR”
→ “TONIGHT”, whereas PBSMT achieves to do
so. It is interesting to note that the Transformer
model generated a non-existent word (“SOIRY”) in
its attempt to translate the OOV.
6 Discussion
The results presented in the previous two sec-
tions confirm the conclusions of Anastasopoulos
(2019) that found a correlation between NMT per-
formance and the level of noise in the source sen-
tence. Note that, for computational reasons we
have considered a single NMT architecture in all
our experiments. However, Sennrich and Zhang
(2019) have recently shown that hyper-parameters
such as batch size, size of BPE vocabulary, model
depth, etc., can have a large impact on translation
performance especially in low-resource scenario,
a conclusion that should be confirmed in cross-
domain setting such as the one considered in this
work.
As shown by the differential of performance
in favor of the smaller training sets when used
with the neural models, our results suggest that
the specificities of UGC raise new challenges for
NMT systems that cannot simply be solved by
feeding ours models more data. Nevertheless,
Koehn and Knowles (2017) highlighted 6 chal-
lenges faced by Neural Machine Translation, one
of them being the lack of data for resource poor-
domain. This issue is strongly emphasized when
it comes to UGC which does not constitute a do-
main on its own and which is subjected to a degree
of variability only seen in the processing historical
document over a large period of times (Bollmann,
2019) or in emerging dialects which can greatly
varies over geographic or socio-demographic fac-
tors (transliterated Arabic dialects for example).
This is why the availability of new UGC data sets
is crucial and as such the release of the Cr#pbank
is a welcome, small, stone in the edifice that will
help evaluating machine translation architectures
in near-real conditions such as blind testing.
In order to avoid common leaderboard pitfalls
in such settings, we did not use the Cr#pbank’s
blind test set for any of our experiments, neither
did we for the MTNT validation test. Neverthe-
less, evaluating models on unseen data is neces-
sary, the more being the better. Therefore, in
the absence of a MTNT blind test, we used a sam-
ple of its validation set, approximately matching
the same average sentence length than its refer-
ence test set. In Table 7 are presented results of
our best systems, based on their performance on
our UGC test sets. They confirm the tendency
exposed earlier: our PBSMT system is more ro-
bust to noise than our transformer-based NMT
with respectively +4.4 and +11.4 BLEU points for
the MTNT and Cr#pbank blind tests. For com-
pleteness, we run the seq2seq system of Michel
and Neubig (2018), trained on their own data set
(Europarl-v7, news-commentary-v10), with-
out any domain-adaptation, on our blind tests. Re-
sults are on the same range than the same seq2seq
model we trained on our edited data set (WMT).
It would be interesting to see how their domain-
adaptation technique, fine-tuning on the target do-
main data, which brought their system’s perfor-
mance to BLEU 30.29 on the MTNT test set, would
fare on unseen data. As UGC domain is a con-
stantly moving, almost protean, target, adding
more data seems unsustainable on the long run. Ex-
ploring unsupervised adaptive normalization could
provide a solid alternative.
Blind Test Sets
System MTNT Cr#pbank
Large 16K - PBSMT 29.3 30.5
Large 32K - Transformer 24.9 19.1
N&G18 19.3 13.3
N&G18 + our UNK 21.9 15.4
Table 7: BLEU score results comparison on the
Cr#pbank and MTNT blind test sets. N&G18 stands for
(Michel and Neubig, 2018)'s baseline system
7 Conclusions
This work evaluates the capacity of both phrase-
based and NMT models to translate UGC. Our ex-
periments show that phrase-base systems are more
robust to noise thanNMT systems andwe provided
several explanations about thisrelatively surprising
fact, among which the discrepancy between BPE
tokens as interpreted by the translation model at
decoding time and the addition of lexical noise fac-
tors are among the most striking. We have also
shown, by producing a new data set with more vari-
ability, that using more training data was not nec-
essarily the solution for coping with UGC idiosyn-
crasies. The aim of this work is of course not to
discourage the NMT system deployment for UGC,
but to better understand what in PBSMT methods
contribute to noise robustness.
In our futurework, we plan to seewhether theses
conclusions still hold for other languages and even
noisier corpora. We also plan to see whether it is
possible to bypass the limitations of NMT systems
we have identified by pre-processing and normal-
izing the input sentences.
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Appendix
↓ System / Test set→ Newstest’14 Discusstest’15 MTNT†
out-of-domain set-up
WMT-seq2seq N&G18 28.93 30.76 23.27
WMT-seq2seq (Ours) 28.70 30.00 23.00
domain adaptation set-up
WMT-seq2seq N&G18+fine tuning - - 30.29
Table 8: BLEU score results comparison between our seq2seq system and thoses reported by Michel and
Neubig (2018). None of the system outputs have been treated to replace UNK tokens. Dags indicate UGC
corpora. N&G18 stands for (Michel and Neubig, 2018)'s system.
À src Nen sans rire, j’ai bu hier soir mais ca faisait deux semaines.
ref Yeah no kidding, I drank last night but it had been two weeks.
PBSMT No, no, I’ve been drinking last night, but it’s been two weeks.
seq2seq No laughing, I drank last night, but it’s been two weeks.
Transformer No kidding, I drank last night, but it’s been two weeks.
Á src Vous m’avez tellement soulé avec votre flappy bird j’sais pas quoi. Mais je vais le télécharger.
ref You annoyed me so much with your flappy bird whatever. But I’m going to download it.
PBMST You’re so drunk with your flappy bird I don’t know. But I’m going to download.
seq2seq You have soiled me happy bird I don’t know what, but I’m going to download it.
Transformer You’ve got me so flappy I don’t know what, but I’m gonna download it.
Â src Vos gueul ac vos Zlatan
ref Shut the fck up with your Zlatan.
PBMST Your scream in your Zlatan
seq2seq Your shrouds with your Zlatan
Transformer Zlatan!
Ã src CE SOIR Y A L’ÉPISODE DE #TeenWolf OMFGGGG
ref TONIGHT THERE’S THE #TeenWolf EPISODE OMFGGGGG
PBMST Tonight’s It At The EPISODE OF #Teen Wolf OMFGGGG
seq2seq Teenwolf OMFGGGGGGGGGG
Transformer THIS SOIRY HAS THE #TeenWOL OMFGGGGGGGGGG
Table 9: Examples from our noisy UGC corpus.
Figure 4: Attention matrix for the source sentence ‘Ce soir Teen Wolf les gars.*’ showing a proper trans-
lation thanks to correct casing of the named-entity BPE parts.*Tonight Teen Wolf guys.
